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This paper presents some desirable requirements for hypermedia authoring declarative
languages, discussing which ones are satisfied by existent languages, such as SMIL, and
which facil i ties are not offered. It also presents how the missing requirements could be
offered in an XML-based language, in order to improve its expressiveness, presenting
elements and attributes that could be incorporated in its DTD. Among the facilit ies, we can
highlight the possibil ity for reusing document components and their presentation
characteristics, offering flexibil i ty in temporal duration specifications, adapting a document
presentation according to user navigation, and specifying n-ary relationships expressing
causality or constraint among components.

1 Introduction

The increase of the Web util ization for tasks that it was not originall y prepared to
support, speciall y the need to incorporate multimedia synchronized information into
documents, has encouraged the raising of hypermedia authoring languages that offer
more expressiveness than HTML.

The new proposed languages follow different approaches. Some of them are
HTML extensions trying to maintain the HTML simplicity. This is the case of
HTML+TIME [1] and the proposal of [2]. Although these proposals support
temporal relationship definition, they inherit some of HTML limitations. For
example, links are still defined in a content-embedded way, preventing content
reuse without link inheritance.

Other proposals, as HyTime [3], are based on the SGML standard [4], whose
processing complexity makes it diff icult to use. In the last years, the need for a
proposal specified in some meta-language simpler to deal with than SGML was
recognized. The XML standard [5], a subset of SGML adopted as a
recommendation by the W3C, appeared to fulfil l the need of a new meta-language.
Among XML-based languages for hypermedia document authoring, SMIL [6], also
published as a W3C recommendation, is the most widespread. However, SMIL, as
the aforementioned HTML extensions, solves some of HTML limitations but stil l
have others, as discussed in [7].

The limited expressiveness of all mentioned languages comes mainly from the
limited expressiveness of the models on which they are based. The main goal of this
paper is to present how to increase language expressiveness introducing some



concepts found in the hypermedia conceptual model called NCM (Nested Context
Model) [8, 9].

Through the use of nested compositions that can be specialized into other
classes, NCM can support several types of relations not supported in other models.
Moreover, new relations can be easil y added when needed [8]. Among other
faciliti es, NCM allows logical structuring of documents, it offers the possibilit y of
defining constraint and causal temporal relationships among its components, it
allows the specification of temporal and spatial behavior of documents in a flexible
way, and it offers support for cooperative work.

The concepts found in the NCM model wil l be presented through XML
elements and attributes that could be incorporated to an existent XML-based
language, such as SMIL. On the other hand, they could also be used in the definition
of a new declarative language for hypermedia document authoring. Both
possibiliti es have already been implemented. An extension of SMIL, called X-SMIL
[10], and a new language, called NCL – Nested Context Language [11] have been
developed, validating the concepts that will be presented. Incorporating these
concepts into an authoring language allows it to satisfy some desirable
requirements, among which we can highlight the facility for reusing hypermedia
document components and component presentation characteristics, specifying
flexible temporal duration, adapting a document presentation according to user
navigation, and specifying n-ary relationships expressing causality or constraint
among components.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses some desirable
characteristics of hypermedia document authoring languages. Section 3 presents and
compares related work according to the requirements discussed in Section 2. Still in
Section 3, requirements that are not offered by the compared languages are
highlighted. Section 4 presents XML elements and attributes that a declarative
hypermedia language should have to satisfy the missing requirements. Those
modules could be added to existent languages or incorporated into new ones, as also
discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 is reserved to conclusions and future
work.

2 Desirable Character istics in Hypermedia Author ing Declarative
Languages

There are several important requirements a declarative language should satisfy.

R1: Document logical structur ing

An essential requirement is to allow a structured specification of documents,
offering a form of grouping components into blocks that can be used to build the
specification. Usually, this facility is provided by the definition of compositions that
group document components, which can be other compositions, recursively.



Often, authoring is facil itated if we can use compositions that have some
embedded presentation semantics, for example, compositions whose components
will be presented in parallel or in sequence during document exhibition. However, it
is also desirable to offer compositions that do not have associated presentation
semantics, but only offer a form of contextually structuring a document, as a book is
structured into chapters, which are structured into sections and so on.

R2: Representation of media objects

Another important requirement is associated to media object representation. It is
necessary that authoring languages offer support at least to basic media types, such
as text, audio, image and video. This differentiation facil itates the definition of
specific anchors to each type.

Another desirable characteristic is to allow the definition of a media object to
be independent from its media content1. This facil ity permits the same content to be
used by different objects, avoiding its repli cation in the case of its reuse in different
documents or in different parts of the same document.

R3: Presentation character istic specification separated from a component
definition

A very desirable characteristic in a hypermedia authoring language is the
specification of component2 presentation characteristics in a separated object. This
allows specifying different presentations for the same component or associating a
single set of presentation characteristics to different components.

Another desirable characteristic is to allow a composition presentation not only
by presenting the content of its components but also by presenting its structure of
components and their relationships. In order to offer that, an authoring language
needs to define mechanisms that wil l be used by an author to specify if a
composition presentation refers to the presentation of its constituents or of its
structure.

Another interesting requirement is the possibilit y of defining presentation
alternatives for the same component to be chosen during run time. The choice can
be done depending on the navigation made to reach that component or depending on
quality of service parameters specified for a certain presentation platform.

R4: Reuse

A fundamental requirement, and perhaps one of the most important, is to allow the
reuse of components in other documents or in other parts of the same document,
besides the reuse of their media content, as previously mentioned,. This facil itates

                                                       
1 A media object has other attributes besides its content, such as title, author, description,
anchor list, etc.
2 From now on, a component is any media object or composition contained in a document.



the authoring process, once it avoids information redefinition. However, even more
desirable is to reuse components not through copies, but through object references,
avoiding that changes in an object specification have to be done more than once,
and thus making the maintenance process simpler.

Besides the reuse of components, it is also desirable to allow the reuse of their
presentation characteristics, since they are defined separately.

R5: Definition of links in a composition domain

Another interesting facil ity is to allow links associated to a certain component to be
confined to a composition domain. This facility, added to the possibilit y of reusing
components, allows the same component to have different associated links
depending on the nesting of compositions where it is contained. For example, in
Figure 1, component A inside composition Comp1 has two associated links, while
the same component inside composition Comp2 has just one associated link.

A
B

C

A D

Comp1 Comp2

Figure 1 – Example of reuse of component A with different associated links

R6: Complex relationships among components

In a hypermedia document, it is not enough to provide support for the specification
of traditional hypermedia relations that present a component when an anchor is
selected. An important characteristic is the possibil ity of creating spatio-temporal
relationships connecting different parts of a document or different documents.
Furthermore, sometimes it is necessary to define relations that involve more than
two components and that have causal or constraint semantics.

In causal relationships, some action is executed when a specific condition is
satisfied. An example is “ if component A is being presented (condition) and
component B has finished its presentation (condition), present component C
(action).”

In some other cases, relationships represent constraints among components. For
example, a constraint that specifies that two components must finish their
presentation together. Notice that there is no causality involved. The occurrence of
the presentation of one component without the occurrence of the presentation of the
other also satisfies the constraint, that only specifies that, if and only if these two
components are presented, their end times have to coincide. Another example, now
of spatial constraint, would be to define a relationship of spatial alignment between



the exhibition areas of two components, specifying that their windows must be
aligned at the top when both are being presented. In this case, if one window is
moved, the other must follow it, respecting the constraint relation.

No matter if the relation has a causal or constraint semantics, it can be specified
using a composition or a link. An example of composition to represent temporal
relationships is the sequential composition, already mentioned, that specifies that all
its components must be presented in a given sequence. Relationships specified using
compositions make the authoring task easier, since the author can specify just once,
what would be alternatively specified by defining several l inks.

Another desirable characteristic in authoring languages is to allow the
definition of links among components contained in different compositions C1 and
C2. Of course, in order to satisfy R5, the link must be contained in a composition
that contains C1 and C2. This gives more flexibilit y to change the behavior of
internal components inside a composition, without the need to modify the document
composition structure itself.

It is also desirable to offer a fine granularity, allowing relationships to anchor
on component internal points and not only on their ends. This makes it possible, for
example, to begin an object presentation from any point in its content.

R7: Flexibili ty in temporal specifications

Another desirable requirement is the possibilit y of specifying the temporal behavior
of components in a flexible way. This allows the definition of elastic cost functions
[12, 13] that wil l serve as metrics that a formatter can use to choose the best
possible presentation quality. These function domains define temporal intervals that
are associated to media object duration, to time segments, etc. The flexibility will
allow maintaining document temporal consistency, that is, satisfying all spatial and
temporal requirements specified by an author, even if it is not possible to use ideal
values (minimal cost values) inside the intervals. The flexibil ity may also allow
adjustments to be made in order to correct the presentation when unexpected events
occur, as for example, communication and operating system delays, or user actions.

R8: Adaptation to a presentation platform

Finally, another desirable characteristic is the possibilit y of adapting a document to
the platform where it wil l be presented. That adaptation can be made during run
time, for example, by selecting components according to platform description
parameters. These parameters can specify user profile information, as the native
language, or even quality of service information, such as the communication system
available bandwidth.



3 Related Work

This section evaluates some hypermedia authoring declarative languages concerning
the requirements presented in Section 2. The languages were chosen because they
represent significant examples that have extended HTML, such as HTML+TIME
[1], or because they are examples of languages specified in XML, following a
hypermedia conceptual model of their own, as the declarative language of the
Madeus hypermedia system [14], the SMIL language [6] and its extension SMIL
Boston3 [15].

R1: Document logical structur ing

In HTML+TIME and SMIL, seq and par compositions can be defined, meaning that
all components are going to be presented in series or in parallel, respectively. In
SMIL Boston, excl compositions can also be defined, meaning that only one child
component may be presented at a time. However, none of the three languages offers
compositions without associated presentation semantics.

Madeus4 offers the concept of composite objects that can group basic and
composite objects, allowing a hierarchical organization of the document. However,
the specification of temporal and spatial synchronization relationships can only be
made among components directly contained in the same composite object. This
obliges the author to make the document structure according to its presentation
specification.

R2: Representation of media objects

SMIL, HTML+TIME and Madeus offer support for the definition of objects of
basic media types and also others that represent more specific types of media.In all
these languages, the content of a media object is separated from the hypermedia
document itself, and it is specified through a URI.

R3: Presentation character istic specification separated from a component
definition

HTML+TIME inherits from HTML its way of specifying spatial presentation
characteristics of a component. These characteristics can be specified both next to
the component definition, when it is inserted in an HTML document , or separately
using an independent style sheet [16].

SMIL has its own language for defining the spatial layout of elements or it can
use another, such as CSS. It is possible to specify presentation areas where

                                                       
3 As SMIL Boston is a SMIL extension, SMIL characteristics are also valid for SMIL Boston,
but the opposite is not true. Thus, when this section refers to SMIL, it means both.
4 In this paper, Madeus refers to the declarative language of the hypermedia authoring and
formatting system called Madeus [14].



document visual objects will be presented. It is also possible to specify a top-level
presentation window, which must be unique in SMIL, but not in SMIL Boston.

Although HTML+TIME and SMIL allow the definition of the spatial
presentation characteristics of a component in a separated object, the temporal
presentation characteristics, such as the beginning, duration and end of presentation,
are embedded in the object definition. In Madeus, all spatial and temporal
presentation characteristics of a component are always embedded in its definition.

R4: Reuse

Allowing the definition of a media object to be separated from its content facili tates
content reuse in the same or different documents. This is the basic reusing form
provided by SMIL, HTML+TIME and Madeus.

SMIL and HTML+TIME also allow the reuse of spatial presentation through
region definitions and style sheets, respectively. However, document component
specifications are reused only through copies, what makes maintenance diff icult.

Madeus provides, besides content reuse, the facility of structure reuse.
Composite objects can be reused in another document or in another part of the same
document. However, [14] does not make clear if the reuse is made by copies of the
composite object definition or simply by references to a previous definition.

R5: Definition of links in a composition domain

In HTML+TIME and SMIL, temporal relationships are specified using
compositions and the only type of link that is offered is the traditional hypermedia
link, which is not defined in a composition domain.

In SMIL Boston, temporal relationships can also be defined by uni-directional
single-headed links that can be traversed automaticall y, but they are not defined in a
composition domain either.

In Madeus, temporal and spatial constraints between components are defined in
a composition domain, offering the possibilit y of reusing the same component with
different associated links. However, traditional hypermedia links are not confined to
a composition domain and can be defined between components contained
anywhere.

R6: Complex relationships among components

Temporal relationship specifications are very similar in HTML+TIME and SMIL,
since HTML+TIME was proposed based on the temporal concepts of SMIL. SMIL
temporal specifications are based on parallel and sequential compositions or else on
traditional hypermedia links, in the case of user interaction. Links always associate
one source anchor to one target anchor and are triggered by user selection. The
source and target anchors can represent an element as a whole or a spatial or
temporal region of a media object. In SMIL Boston, links can also be traversed
automaticall y.



Madeus does not offer compositions defining specific temporal presentation
semantics. It allows specifying temporal and spatial behavior of components
through the definition of constraints. Authoring is very simple because the language
offers a set of high level operators representing several types of relations, including
constraint and causal relations. However, in spite of its simplicity, not all types of
desirable relations can be specified. For example, it is not possible to specify a
causal relation that contains more than one condition based on different types of
events (such as the presentation of a component and the selection of an anchor).
Besides that, relationships in Madeus can only be defined between objects directly
contained in the same composition, which restricts the way documents are
structured.

All the four languages allow the definition of relative temporal relationships
between components, that is, the temporal positioning of a component in relation to
another one and not only in an absolute timeline. In Madeus, it is also allowed to
define relative spatial relationships, which facil itates authoring even more.

R7: Flexibili ty in temporal specifications

SMIL and HTML+TIME do not offer the possibilit y of specifying flexibil ity for
component duration. Madeus allows a flexible media object duration specification
defining an interval, through its minimum and maximum values, for the object
presentation. However, there is no concept of cost associated to the presentation
quality to guide the choice of a value inside this interval.

R8: Adaptation to a presentation platform

In SMIL and HTML+TIME, alternative compositions (switch) can be defined in a
document. In that kind of composition, only one constituent wil l be selected during
document presentation according to platform characteristics. Madeus does not offer
such facility.

3.1 What is still missing?

Some of the desirable characteristics mentioned in Section 2 are not offered by
SMIL, HTML+TIME and Madeus. They are summarized in what follows.

R1: Document logical structur ing – none of the languages offers a composite
object without any associated presentation semantics.

R3: Presentation character istic specification separated from a component
definition – none of the languages allows the temporal behavior specification of an
object to be defined separately from the object specification. Furthermore, none of
them allows an object to be associated to different presentation specifications
(spatial and temporal) depending on the navigation done to reach the object, or even
depending on where the object is included in the structure of compositions. This
means that if an object is included in more than one composition, each one of its



occurrence cannot be associated to a different presentation specification. Moreover,
allowing an object presentation specification to be chosen according to QoS
parameters defined on a presentation platform is also missing. And at last, allowing
the internal structure of a composition to be presented in addition to the presentation
of its component contents is neither offered by any of the languages.

R4: Reuse – a clear description of how to reuse object specifications by
referencing where they were previously defined needs to be offered.

R5: Definition of links in a composition domain – none of the languages
allows the definition of links among objects recursively contained in a composition.
Thus, none of them permits an author, when including a composition inside another
composition, to define links touching components included in the internal
composition. This facil ity would allow reusing a composition structure and adding a
different behavior to its constituents. For example, suppose a composition C1

representing a book that is given to an expert reader, and suppose a composition C2

representing the same book given to a beginner. Book C2 can contain the same book
C1 and some more references (links among C1’ s components) that would help a
beginner to understand its content.

R6: Complex relationships among components – none of the languages offer
the possibilit y of defining constraint or causal relationships among more than two
objects, for example, a link with more than two end points. Furthermore, none of
them permits the definition of a link that causes an attribute of an object to be
changed or even a link that is triggered by changing an attribute of an object.

R7: Flexibili ty in temporal specifications – none of the languages permits the
specification of metrics that a formatter could use to choose the best temporal
adjustment in case the ideal temporal behavior cannot be accomplished.

4 How to provide what is missing?

This section presents XML elements and attributes that a declarative hypermedia
language should have to satisfy the missing requirements. These modules could be
added to existent languages or incorporated into new ones. An extension of SMIL,
called X-SMIL, was implemented incorporating the elements into the SMIL DTD,
and a new language, called NCL – Nested Context Language, was created, as wil l
be briefly discussed in this section and in Section 5.

Usually, a hypermedia document specified in a declarative language is
represented by a root element composed by two other elements, called head and
body, as illustrated in Figure 2. When the presentation specification is separated
from the document content, the head should contain information related to the
presentation of the components, and the body should contain the definition of the
components and their relations.



<ro ot- ele ment >
<head>

<!- - . .. spat ia l la yout and
   t empor al b ehavio r defi nit i on - ->

</ head>
<body>

<!- - . .. medi a obje ct, co mposit i on and
   r el ati onsh i p specif i ca t io n -- > 

</ body>
</r oot - el ement >

Figure 2 – Hypermedia document structure

The presentation specification should define component spatial layouts and also
temporal behaviors.

The spatial layout, represented by the layout element in Figure 3, defines
windows and areas where components will be presented. Different from other
previously mentioned languages, a specific window, represented by a root-layout
element, can be associated to each one of the presentation output devices. It is also
possible to define regions inside the windows, represented by region elements, that
specify a component presentation area. These regions should be defined apart from
the window, allowing the association of the same region to different windows.

Each region has an identification (id) and a title. Besides that, it should specify
attributes such as width, height, left and top, which define the width and height of
the area and the (x,y) coordinate of the left upper corner of where it wil l be placed
inside its associated window, identified by its root-layout attribute. The attribute
values may be absolute, defined in number of pixels, or relative to the window size.

<r oot-elemen t >
<head>

<layout>
<r oot-layout id=“monito r ” width=“ 640” heigh t =“400” dev i ce=“monit or”/>
<r oot-layout id=“ tv ” width=“860 ” height=“6 00” device =“ tv ”/ >
<r egion id=“ north” left =“0” top=“ 0” width=“ 100%” heigh t =“20%” ro ot-layout= “ monitor”/ >
<r egion id=“ east” left= “ 20%” top= “ 20%” widt h=“80%” hei ght=“60%”/ >
<r egion id=“ west” left= “ 0” top=“2 0%” width= “ 20%” heigh t =“60%”/>

</ layout>
<descriptors-set>

<descriptor i d=“d1” reg i on=“west” root-layo ut=“monitor ” />
<descriptor i d=“d2” reg i on=“north ” />
<descriptor i d=“d3” reg i on=“east” root-layo ut=“monitor ” />
<descriptor i d=“d4” rep etitions=“ 5” dur =“ 9 10 11 3 3” root-lay out=“monit or”/>
<descriptor i d=“d5” rep etitions=“ 10” dur =“ 10” root-l ayout=“ tv ”/ >
<descriptor i d=“d6” reg i on=“north ” root-lay out=“ tv ”/ >
<descriptor i d=“d7” lef t =“0” top= “ 20%” widt h=“100%” he i ght=“80%” root-layo ut=“ tv ”/ >

</ descriptors-set>
</ head>
<body>

<! - - ... -->
</ body>

</ r oot-eleme nt>

Figure 3 – Example of a presentation specification definition

Figure 3 illustrates the definition of two root-layout elements. The first one
defines a presentation window with width=640 and height=400. The device attribute



associates the window to an output device that should be recognized by the
document formatter, which is a computer monitor, in this example. The second
root-layout element defines a window associated to another device, identified by
“tv” . In the figure, the “north” region defines an area, placed at the (0,0) coordinate,
with width=100% and height=20% relative to the presentation window, which
corresponds to the one defined by root-layout “monitor.”

The temporal behavior of components should be specified in an element apart
from the component itself. This element is called a descriptor. Each component can
be associated to one or more descriptors, allowing the specification of different
presentation behaviors for the same component, satisfying requirement R3.

Among descriptor attributes, the following should be highlighted:
• dur, begin, end – instead of specifying fixed values for those attributes, the

language should offer flexibilit y for their specification in order to satisfy
requirement R7. They should be specified by cost functions relative to the
duration, begin and end of the component presentation. For example, assume
that a video has a duration of 20s, and a tolerance of more or less 10%,
meaning that it could be accelerated or delayed 2s without hindering its
comprehension. Assume also that the presentation qualit y loss was proportional
to the deviation from its ideal duration, so that one could define a linear cost
function for specifying this video duration. This function could determine
minimum (18s), ideal (20s) and maximum (22s) values for its presentation, and
two coeff icients (c1 and c2), respectively indicating the proportion of loosing
quality (increasing the cost) if the video is shrunk or stretched. Therefore, the
cost of presenting the video with the ideal duration would be 0, with the
minimum duration would be 2c1 and with the maximum duration would be 2c2.

• repetitions – specifies the number of times a component presentation should be
repeated.

• root-layout – references a root-layout element already defined in the layout
element.

• region – specifies a component presentation area or references a region element
already defined in the layout element.
All descriptors should be defined in an element, which is called descriptors-set.

Returning to Figure 3, there are seven descriptors defined. They will be associated
to document components during document presentation. Some of them (“d1” , “d3”
and “d6” ) define, using their root-layout and region attributes, a window and an
area for presenting the component inside this window. These attribute values
correspond to the ids of the associated root-layout and region elements. Another
descriptor (“d2”) only defines an area, since it has already specified the window to
which the area will be associated. Descriptors “d4” and “d5” refer to a presentation
window (root-layout), defining the number of times a component should be
repeated and also specifying a cost function relative to the component duration
(dur). For descriptor “d4” , a linear cost function was specified with minimum (9s),
ideal (10s) and maximum (11s) values, and coefficients that indicate the cost



increase when the duration moves away from the ideal value. For descriptor “d5” , a
simple cost function was specified with an ideal value (10s). Descriptor “d7” also
refers to a presentation window, but it specifies an area for presenting the
component inside this window, defining left, top, width and height attributes.
Attributes defined in a descriptor element must overwrite the homonym attributes
defined in a region element, as for example the root-layout attribute defined in
descriptor “d6”, illustrated in Figure 3.

Document components can be simple (media objects) or composite
(compositions). Media objects usually have an src attribute which specifies the URI
of its content file. Figure 4 illustrates three text elements, one image and one audio.
Each element specifies an identification attribute (id), that it wil l be defined later, a
uid attribute, that specifies the component URI, an src attribute, that defines the
content URI and a descriptor-li st attribute. The last one contains a list of descriptor
ids. These descriptors should have been previously defined in the document header
and can be associated to the component in order to specify its presentation
characteristics. The list allows the same component to be presented in different
ways according to quality of service parameters. It is up to the formatter to choose
the descriptor, based on platform specification. In Figure 4, the audio element can
be associated to descriptors “d4” or “d5” , which were defined in Figure 3.

<r oot - el ement>
<head>

 <! - - . .. -- > 
</ head>
<body >

<! - - . .. -- > 
<text i d=“ moni to r _t i tl e”
 sr c=“ . / t el emi di a: i ntr oducti on. mn_t i tl e. t x t ” d es cri pto r -l i st =“d 2”/ >
<text-ref i d=“ t v_t i tl e” ui d=“ . / puc/ l ogo#ti t le ” />
<text i d=“ i nt r oduct i on_menu” 
 s r c =“ . / t el emi di a: i ntr oducti on. menu. t x t ” d es cri pto r -l i st =“d 1”>

<text-anchor i d=“ pro j ec t s_ menu” t ex t =“ pro j ec t s” po sit i on=“ 10” / >
<text-anchor i d=“ t eam_menu” t ext =“t eam” posi t io n=“ 22” / >

</ text>
<img i d=“ i nt r oduct i on_im age” 
 s r c =“ . / t el emi di a: i ntr oducti on. i mage. gi f ” d es cri pto r -l i st =“d 3”>

<img-anchor i d=“ pro j ec t s_ i mg” l ef t =“ 0” t op=“1 0” wid t h=“ 30” heig ht= “ 25” />
<img-anchor i d=“ t eam_i mg” l ef t =“ 0” t op=“3 5” wid t h=“ 30” heig ht= “ 25” />

</ img>
<audio i d=“ i nt r oduct i on_audio ”
 s r c =“ . / t el emi di a: i ntr oducti on. audi o. ai f f ” d es cri pto r -l i st =“d 4 d5”/ >

<! - - . .. -- > 
</ body>

</ r oot -e l ement >

Figure 4 – Example of the definition of specific media objects and anchors

It should be possible to define specific temporal and spatial anchors for each
type of media object. A text-anchor determines a character sequence (text attribute)
that is found in the position specified by a number of characters starting from the
text beginning (position attribute). For example, in Figure 4, text
“ introduction_menu” contains two anchors. An audio anchor can be defined by two
audio samples (beginning and end) specified in an audio file. In an image



component, a spatial anchor, represented by img-anchor, can be defined by a
rectangular area, specified by its left upper corner, its height and its width. In Figure
4, image “introduction_image” contains two anchors. Anchors wil l be used in the
specification of relationships among components. For continuous media, anchors
may also be specified by temporal positions relative to the start of the media
component.

A composition can contain media objects and other compositions5, as well as
relationships among them. In order to satisfy requirement R1, besides par and seq
elements, a structuring composition should be offered, and it is represented by a
context element. As mentioned, structuring compositions allow grouping document
components without any associated presentation semantics.

Figure 5 illustrates a context identified by “ telemidia” that contains two parallel
compositions and another structuring composition. The parallel composition “ team”
contains a nested sequential composition.

<r oot -e l ement >
<head>

<! -- .. . - - >
</ head>
<body>

<context i d=“ te l emi di a” >
<par i d=“ in t ro ducti on” >

<! -- .. . - - >
</ par>
<context i d=“ pr oje ct s”>

<t ex t i d=“ pr oje cts _desc r ip t i on” 
 s r c=“ ./ t ele mid i a: pro j ec t s. descr i pt i on. t xt ” de scr i pt or - li st= “ d1 d3”>
<audi o i d=“ pr oj ect s_audi o” 
 src =“ ./ t ele mid i a: pro j ec t s. audio . ai ff ” de scr i pt or - li st= “ d4 d5”/ >

</ context>
<par i d=“ te am” d esc r ip t or -l i st =“ d3” >

<t ex t i d=“ t eam_des cr i pt i on” 
 src =“ ./ t ele mid i a: t eam.d esc r i pti on. t xt ” de scr i pt or - li st= “ d3”>
<i mg i d=“ te am_i mage” 
 src =“ ./ t ele mid i a: t eam.i mage. gi f ” de scr i pt or - li st= d1” >
<seq i d=“ t eam_seq” >

<vid eo i d=“ t eam_vi deo1” 
 src =“ ./ t ele mid i a: t eam.v i deo1. mov” de scr i pt or - li st= “ d7”>
<vid eo i d=“ t eam_vi deo2” 
 src =“ ./ t ele mid i a: t eam.v i deo2. mov” de scr i pt or - li st= “ d7”>

</ seq>
</ par>
<! -- .. . - - >

</ context>
</ body>

</ ro ot- ele ment>

Figure 5 – Example of the definition of context compositions

It should be possible to reuse, in the same document or in a different one, any
element representing a media object or a composition. In order to allow this and
satisfy requirement R4, components (media objects and compositions) must specify
a required attribute:

                                                       
5 The only constraint is that it cannot be nested in itself.



• id – useful for identifying a component occurrence inside a document. Its value
must be unique for components explicitly defined in the document.
When a component is being reused, its tag should have its original name

followed by “-ref” . For example, if a text component is reused, text-ref should be
used, and similarly if a seq component is reused, seq-ref should be used. Reused
components have two required attributes:
• id – as defined before.
• uid – specifies the URI that identifies the component. If the component is an

entire document, its value should be the document’s URI. If the component is
defined inside another document, its value should be that document’s URI
followed by the component’s id attribute inside that document. If the
component is defined inside the same document, its value should be the id
attribute declared in the definition of the component.
For example, suppose document Doc1 defines a text element T1 with id=“text1” .

If T1 is reused inside Doc1, the text-ref element should have another id, say “ text2” ,
and uid=“text1”. If T1 is reused in a different document Doc2, the text-ref element
should have a unique id inside Doc2, say “my_text” , and uid=URI(Doc1)#id(T1),
where URI(Doc1) is the URI of document Doc1 and id(T1) is the id of T1 inside
Doc1, which is “ text1” .

A reused component may define additional anchors, such as a text-anchor if it
is a text-ref or an img-achor if it is an img-ref.

Hypermedia links should allow representing complex relationships among two
or more document components, according to requirement R6. In order to provide it,
a link is composed by a source end point set, a target end point set and a meeting
point. Source and target end points define events in components that constitute link
sources and targets. Each end point should specify the id, node-list, anchor, event,
attr-name and descriptor-li st attributes. The id attribute has the usual meaning. The
node-li st attribute specifies a li st of values of nested component’s id that should be
followed to find the component that acts as link source or target (the last id in the
node-li st, called endpoint component). The anchor attribute specifies the anchor id
contained in the endpoint component. The event attribute defines an event
associated to the anchor. Its possible values are presentation, selection or
attribution. As in NCM [9], an event can be the presentation or the selection of a
certain anchor or even the attribution of a value to a component’s attribute. If it is an
attribution event, attr-name should identify the name of the corresponding attribute.
The descriptor-list attribute has the same meaning of the descriptor-list attribute of a
component. In the case of a target end point, it optionally specifies a descriptor li st
from which one descriptor is chosen to be associated to the endpoint component,
when someone navigates through the link. Therefore, this specification optionally
bypasses the descriptor-list specification of a component.

In order to satisfy requirement R5, a link should be confined to a composition
domain, thus it must be defined inside a composite component and its endpoint
components must be recursively contained in this composition.



Figure 6 illustrates the definition of a link (li nk element) named “ link1” ,
defined in composition “ telemidia”. The link contains two source end points
(source-ep), one corresponding to the selection of anchor “projects_menu” of
component “ introduction_menu” and other corresponding to the selection of anchor
“projects_img” of component “ introduction_image”. This link also contains two
target end points (target-ep) corresponding to the presentation of the whole content
of the components “projects_description” and “projects_audio.”

<r oot-ele ment>
<head>

 < ! -- ... --> 
</ head>
<body>

<context i d=“tele midia”>
 <! - - ... - -> 

<link i d=“link 1”>
<source-ep i d=“ se p_pr ojects _menu” n ode-lis t =“intr oductio n intro duction _menu” 
 anc hor=“p r ojects_ menu” e v ent=“s electio n” desc r iptor- l ist=“d 1”/>
<source-ep i d=“ se p_pr ojects _im g” node-li s t=“intr oductio n intro duction _image” 
 a nchor=“ projects _im g” event=“ s electio n” desc r iptor- l ist=“d 3”/>
<target-ep i d=“ te p_pr ojects _descrip t ion” n ode-lis t =“proj ects pr ojects_ descrip t ion” 
 e v ent=“p r esentat i on” de s cripto r -list= “ d3”/>
<target-ep i d=“ te p_pr ojects _audio” node-li s t=“pro j ects p r ojects _audio” 

         event=“p r esenta t ion” d escript or-list =“d5”/>
<meeting-point>

<condition>
<compound- conditi on>

<s i mple-c ondition id=“ sc _pr ojects _menu” p r evious - SEP=“se p_pr ojects _menu”/>
<s i mple-c ondition id=“ sc _pr ojects _im g” previou s -SEP=“ se p_pr ojects _im g”/ >
<ex pressi on-condi t ion  e x p=“ sc _pr ojects _menu OR sc _pr ojects _im g”/ >

</ c ompound-condit i on>
</ condition>
<action>

<compound- action>
<s i mple-a c tion id =“ sa _pr ojects _descrip t ion” T EP=“ te p_pr ojects _descrip t ion” 
  action- name=“st art”/>

   <s i mple-a c tion id =“ sa _pr ojects _audio” TEP=“ te p_pr ojects _audio” 
ac t ion-na me=“star t ”/>

<ex pressi on-actio n ex p=“ PAR(sa _pr ojects _descrip t ion, sa _pr ojects _audio)” / >
</ c ompound-action >

</ action>
</ meeting-point>

</ link>
 < ! -- ... --> 
</ c ontext >

</ body>
</ r oot-el ement>

Figure 6 – Example of the definition of an n-ary l ink

A link meeting point (meeting-point element) defines a set of conditions
(condition) and a set of actions (action). Conditions are related to source end points
and actions are operations that should be executed over target end points. That
definition of meeting point represents a causal relationship among the end points of
the link. In case links represent a constraint relationship, only conditions must be
defined.

The condition element represents conditions that evaluate boolean values. They
can be simple (simple-condition) or compound (compound-condition). A compound
condition is constituted by one or more simple conditions and a logical expression



relating them (expression_condition), through operators AND, OR and NOT. A
compound condition is satisfied if its expression is true.

Returning to Figure 6, the expression-condition defined in “ link1” uses the OR
operator, and it wil l be true if one of the two selection events specified by the link
source end points happens.

The action element represents actions that should be executed in the target end
points of a causal l ink. They can be simple (simple-action) or compound
(compound-action).

Simple actions can be applied to end points that define presentation events
(prepare, start, stop, pause, resume, abort) or to end points that define
attribution events (relative-assign, absolute-assign, enable, disable,
activate). Those values are defined through the action-name attribute of the simple-
action element. The semantics of each one of these values can be found in [9].

Every compound action (compound-action) is constituted by one or more
simple actions and one expression relating these actions (expression_action)
through PAR and SEQ operators. These operators specify the execution order of
each simple action, indicating if they will start in parallel or respecting some
predefined order.

Before finishing this section, it is worth to mention that it has presented only
some of the main elements that should be offered by a declarative hypermedia
language in order to provide the missing requirements according to Section 3.1. The
aforementioned elements can be added to an existent language, extending it, in
order to increase its expressiveness. Notice that when doing so, probably, there wil l
be some redundant elements in the extended language. This happens because
original elements offered by the source language have to be kept in order to
maintain compatibilit y. An extension of the SMIL language, called X-SMIL, was
created by adding these elements to the SMIL 1.0 DTD. Details of the X-SMIL
specification can be found in [10].

Another possibilit y is to create a new declarative language that satisfies all
requirements presented in Section 2. This language wil l certainly offer the elements
previously presented and wil l also have some elements similar to the ones offered
by existent languages. However, redundancies wil l not be needed in this new
language. They can only happen in order to make the authoring process easier. A
new declarative language called NCL – Nested Context Language – was also
created using all the facilities presented in this paper. More detail s about the NCL
specification can be found in [11].

5 Conclusions and Future Work

This work presented some ideas to improve the expressiveness of hypermedia
declarative languages in order to satisfy some requirements identified as important
for the specification of hypermedia documents.



Among the provided facil ities, we can highlight:
• document structuring through the use of compositions with or without

associated presentation semantics;
• separation of the spatial and temporal behavior specification from the definition

of document components;
• reuse of components and presentation characteristics;
• flexibilit y in the temporal specification and possibilit y of adapting a document

presentation according to a presentation platform and depending on user
navigation;

• possibili ty of specifying n-ary relationships expressing causality or constraint
among components.
Following the W3C’s current proposals, these facili ties were implemented

using XML elements and attributes that could be incorporated into existent
languages and also included in the specification of a new hypermedia declarative
language. Both possibiliti es have already been implemented. An extension of SMIL,
called X-SMIL, was implemented incorporating the elements into the SMIL DTD,
and a new language, called NCL – Nested Context Language, was created.

The NCL language has been used not only for declarative authoring, but also as
an interchange format forhypermedia documents in the HyperProp system.
HyperProp is a hypermedia system based on the NCM model and currently
implemented in Java. In order to permit exchanging NCM objects using NCL, some
converters were implemented. They are capable of transforming an NCL document
in a Java representation of NCM objects, and vice-versa. The NCL

�
HyperProp

converter allows using the HyperProp formatter [8] for presenting NCL documents
and the HyperProp

�
NCL converter provides the use of HyperProp graphical

authoring tools [8] as an alternative for authoring NCL documents.
An important characteristic for the success of a language is its capability to

offer expressiveness maintaining simplicity. Although, whenever possible,
simplicity has been a goal in the definition of NCL, the main focus of that work was
to reach a maximum in flexibilit y and expressiveness. In this sense, a future work is
to identify points where redundant elements could be added to the language in order
to facili tate authoring. A point of possible improvement is the inclusion of high
level mechanisms for specifying relationships among components, such as the
temporal constraints offered by Madeus. Another important facil ity, also present in
Madeus, and not present in NCL yet, is the possibilit y of defining spatial constraints
among components.

Finally, another work in progress is the modularization of the NCL DTD and
the improvement in its extensibilit y allowing that, for example, new types of media
objects, new ways of expressing relationships and defining cost functions be
incorporated to the language without the need to change the existent document
specifications.
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